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Update on glasshouse environmental control
National Cut Flower Centre
Open Day 17 July 2019
Tim Pratt
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NFU Energy
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What is GrowSave?
• AHDB Horticulture funded
• Energy information project:
– Provide up-to-date information on energy use and energy saving
– Encourage co-operation and discussion between similar
businesses
– Help you reduce your energy costs and CO2 emissions
– Grow an even better crop
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What do we do?
•
•
•
•
•
•

© 2019

Glossary and benchmarking
Training and conferences
Energy Benchmarking
Energy News
Technical Updates
www.growsave.co.uk

NFU Energy
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Update on glasshouse environmental control
Tim Pratt, NFU Energy
Topics
• It’s not just control systems!
– It’s the tools that create/affect the environment
– And how they are managed

• Uniformity/precision
– The basics
– Air movement

• Next Generation Growing
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The basics
• Measuring box
– Location
– Checks / maintenance

• Heating system
– What / where / when

• Vents/screens – do they all move
– By the same amount
– At the same time

• Then think about fans
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Air movement
• Fans are cheap to run
–
–
–
–

© 2019

10 fans / ha
220 W per fan
10 hrs per day
£21 per week

NFU Energy
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Update on glasshouse environmental control
Tim Pratt, NFU Energy
The importance of air
movement
To maintain an active and uniform climate
– Encourage transpiration
– Reduce condensation and disease risk
– Uniformity
• of humidity
• of plant growth
• of temperature

– Better plants / yield
– Energy savings
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Do you have a problem?
• Target 1°C variation
– Vertically and horizontally

• Measure
– 1 measuring box per zone not
enough
• Matrix of logging temperature
sensors needed
• Plot the graph

© 2019
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Update on glasshouse environmental control
Tim Pratt, NFU Energy
Is it hot in here?
• Temperature: air vs crop

Courtesy of Peter van Weel
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Add 1m/s air
movement for 5
minutes

NFU Energy

Climate uniformity solutions
• Apex seals
• Good screening techniques
• Air movement
– Horizontally
– Vertically

• Fans and Ducts
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Keeping things even
• Fans
– Horizontal
– Vertical

• Air tubes

© 2019
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Update on glasshouse environmental control
Tim Pratt, NFU Energy
The effect of fans
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Air movement pattern

So – is this the solution?
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One solution ‐ vertical fans
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Update on glasshouse environmental control
Tim Pratt, NFU Energy
Good climate control
• Good climate control relies on
– Understanding
• The physics of controlled environment
growing
• How your greenhouse behaves
• Interaction with your crop
• The nuances of your control system

– Regular review of
• Climate achieved
• Set points
• Crop response
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Understand humidity
•
•
•
•

Low RH
High HD
High VPD
Avoid Dewpoint

Need to know how much water is in the air

© 2019

Description

Shortened

Units

Range

Relative Humidity

RH

%

0- 100

Humidity Deficit

HD

g/m3

0-6

Dew Point

DP

Deg C

5 - 25

Absolute Humidity

AH

g/m3

Vapour Pressure
Deficit

VPD

kPa

0-4

NFU Energy

Next Generation Growing
• Focus of a Growsave study group
• Some of the key messages……

© 2019
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Update on glasshouse environmental control
Tim Pratt, NFU Energy
Next Generation Growing
• Primary focus is optimising photosynthesis
• Balance
– Assimilates
– Energy
– Water
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Next Generation Growing
• Uniform temperatures
– Not just air movement…..
– No screen gapping
– Vent above the screen

• Avoid temperature extremes
– Top vs. bottom of plant

• Improve humidity control
– Avoid condensation and/or guttation
– Keep stomata open when it is hot & dry

• Focus on screen control
– Help with all of the above
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NFU Energy

Wrap up
• Get the basics right
– Ensure your greenhouse
• Tells you the truth
• Does what you ask it to

• Uniformity is key
– Air movement should be
• The polish
• Not the sticking plaster

• Invest in yourself
– www.growsave.co.uk

© 2019

NFU Energy
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro

Managing the plant
microclimate with new
sensing technology
Ant Surrage
Technical Development Specialist
Fargro

Understanding the
growing environment
- Single point sensors
- Stationary
- Difficult to analyse
• Gives a general idea of the
growing environment
• Easy to use
• “What we have always done”

Understanding the
growing environment
“What’s the problem?”
• Issues
• Gives a single value
• Not in real-time
• Data often not well displayed
• A low resolution picture of an environment
• Is the growing environment truly uniform?
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro

Understanding the
environment in HD
Is the environment truly uniform?

• Areas that sit wet?
• Corner that always seems to get Botrytis?
• Uneven growth despite all other variables
being consistent?

One platform for horticulture data
Easy to use, deployable in minutes and scalable

Gateway
Collects and connects
data to our cloud
Wireless sensors
Any combination

ZENSIE
Dashboard
Cloud based dashboard
enables analytics anywhere,
anytime on any device

3rd party and manual data
Climate computer, weather
stations, crop walks, pest
pressure, manual input
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro

%

Humidity?

Light?

Water content?

This is only
for
temperature!

Airflow?

VPD?

Understanding
the microclimate
• Again
• How different is the environment the sensor is
in, compared to the crop?
• Now we can understand the environment at
crop level for an individual plant
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro

Understanding
the microclimate
• Better picture of the actual environmental
conditions at crop level
• An understanding of the nature of the
stress through a plants life
• Be better informed on strategies to
optimize performance

The current UNCONNECTED approach
Advisor

Grower
Growing
team

Legacy
systems

Scouting
Crops
Spreadsheets

Environment

Climate
computer

Handheld
sensors
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro
Today the CONNECTED approach
Grower

Growing
team

Advisor

Legacy systems

Scouting

Spreadsheets

Handheld
sensors

Environment
Crops

Climate
computer

Data overload?

Why does this
matter?
• Much easier to
understand the data
• Accumulate data
• Compare
• Share/collaborate
• Innovate
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro
Changed screening to reduce stress

No water-borne disease risks present

Actively reducing plant stress
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Managing the plant microclimate with new sensing technology
Ant Surrage, Fargro

Thank you
Ant Surrage – Technical Development Specialist
LinkedIn – Ant Surrage
Twitter ‐ @ASurrage
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Herbicide screening for field‐grown gladioli
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS

Herbicide screening for field-grown gladioli
Chloe Whiteside,
ADAS

Introducing

 Develop solutions to emerging crop protection issues
 Reduce adverse environmental impacts of crop protection
products
 Reduce supply chain vulnerability
 Accelerate the testing process and bring new products to
market

Trial overview
Date

Action

24.05.19 Crop planted and trial marked out
05.06.19 Treatments applied just prior to emergence
18.06.19 Crop fully emerged, no sign of phytotoxicity or
weeds
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Herbicide screening for field‐grown gladioli
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS
Treatment list 2019
Trt No.

Product

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Untreated
AHDB9974
AHDB9994
Sencorex Flow
Wing‐P
Sunfire
AHDB9987
Springbok
AHDB9900
AHDB9900 inter‐row

Rate kg/ha or L/ha
Untreated
X
X
0.75
3.5
0.48
X
2.5
X
X (higher rate than T9)

Results so far…
• Crop has emerged in each plot, appears to be no treatment effect on emergence.
• No phytotoxicity visible at this stage.
• Weed control has been good.

Week
25

Thank you to:
• AHDB
• Belmont Nursery
• Companies supporting SCEPTREplus
• The SCEPTREplus team
• ADAS Scientific Support Team, Terrington
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Herbicide screening for field‐grown larkspur
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS

Herbicide screening for field‐grown larkspur
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS

Objective
• To test a range of herbicide products, alone or in combination,
for crop safety on field‐grown larkspur.

Previous work in 2015
• Emergence was patchy across the whole trial, including in the untreated,
with plants taking a long time to germinate – difficult to draw firm
conclusions.
• Phytotoxicity was seen throughout the trial in the form of stunting and
distortion to foliage.
• Stomp 2.0 L/ha + Dual Gold 0.78 L/ha, Wing‐P 1.75 L/ha and HDC H22 all
appeared to be particularly phytotoxic.
• Stomp Aqua 2.0 L/ha + Defy 4.0 L/ha was less phytotoxic but also reduced
emergence.
• Stomp 2.0 L/ha + Gamit 0.25 L/ha and Wing‐P 1.75 L/ha gave the best
weed control but Wing‐P appeared to be phytotoxic.
• Treatments and rates refined for 2018.
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Herbicide screening for field‐grown larkspur
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS
Treatment list 2018
Trt
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pre‐drilling
Untreated
HDC H23 (incorp)
HDC H23 (incorp)
HDC H23 (incorp)
Untreated
Untreated
Untreated
Untreated
Untreated
Untreated

Rate kg/ha
or L/ha
‐
X
X
X
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Post‐drilling
Untreated
Defy
Defy
Gamit 36 CS
Dual Gold + Gamit 36 CS
Stomp Aqua + Gamit 36 CS
Stomp Aqua + Gamit 36 CS
Stomp Aqua + Defy
Stomp Aqua + Defy
metobromuron

Rate kg/ha
or L/ha
‐
4.0
3.0
0.25
0.78 + 0.25
2.0 + 0.25
1.5 + 0.15
2.0 + 4.0
1.5 + 3.0
3.0

• Treatments applied in 200 L/ha water

Methods 2018
Date

Action

28.05.18

Trial area cultivated and plots marked out.

30.05.18

Pre‐drilling treatments applied and incorporated into seed bed. Trial hand‐
sown at a higher rate of 2g/m.

31.05.18

Post‐drilling treatments applied.

09.07.18

Crop emergence was slow, weed assessment completed 6WAT.

15.07.18

Plots weeded. No sign of phytotoxicity on the crop in any of the plots.

06.08.18

Crop emergence assessed 10WAT.

Percentage weed cover 6 WAT 2018

No significant difference
between treatments
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Herbicide screening for field‐grown larkspur
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS
Trial 6 WAT 2018

T1
Untreated

T2
HDC H23 / Defy 4.0
L/ha

T6
Stomp Aqua 2.0 L/ha +
Gamit 0.25 L/ha

Crop emergence 10 WAT 2018

No significant difference
between treatments

Trial 10 WAT 2018

T1
Untreated

T2
HDC H23 / Defy 4.0
L/ha

T6
Stomp Aqua 2.0 L/ha +
Defy 4.0 L/ha
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Herbicide screening for field‐grown larkspur
Chloe Whiteside, ADAS
Summary
• Emergence was slow, but better than 2015. Results were variable, but
similar to the untreated 10WAT.
• A flush of weeds 1 week after sowing meant that in some plots, including
the untreated, the weeds out‐competed the crop, resulting in lower than
expected emergence.
• Weed control was not significant, although HDC H23 pre‐sowing followed
by Defy 4.0 L/ha (T2) gave better weed control (8.3% weed cover).
• No phytotoxicity was seen during the trial but due to slow emergence this
must be treated with caution.
• HDC H23 pre‐drilling followed by Defy 4 L/ha (T2), Dual Gold 0.78 L/ha +
Gamit 36 CS 0.25 L/ha (T5) and Stomp Aqua 2 L/ha + Gamit 36 CS 0.25 L/ha
(T6) gave the best weed control.
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader

Cut Flower Centre

An overview of the 2019 trials
programme
Lyndon Mason
Project Manager
July 2019

General comments
• Second year of a new five year programme of work funded
by AHDB Horticulture.
• This year there is an heavy emphasis on column stocks
hence the earlier Open Evening.
• This year’s herbicide trials are focusing on Peony.
• Ongoing work with stock downy mildew in conjunction with
James Hutton Institute.
• On-going trials in the Fusarium inoculated polythene tunnel.
• Yet again the weather has been challenging but not so much
as in 2018.

Trials in 2019 – Haygrove Tunnel
• Investigating column stock varietal susceptibility to Fusarium
including new range of ‘Japanese’ stocks via replicated trial.
• Planted in week 18 with most of the commercial range of
varieties available from Florensis as well as a wide range of
‘Japanese’ varieties.
• Planted through white polythene to reduce weed issues.
• This year we have obtained excellent results with some
varieties showing good ‘resilience’ to Fusarium.
• Also looking at the use of T34 inoculated at the seeding
stage. Blocks planted in week 22.
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Vintage Brown

Venus Pink

Venus Cherry Blossom

Mathilda Yellow

Mathilda White

Mathilda Rose

Mathilda Pink

Mathilda Blue

Lisianthus

Iron Yellow

Iron White

Iron Rose

Iron Purple

Iron Pink

Iron Marine

Iron Cherry Blossom

Iron Apricot

Figaro Rose Light

Figaro Lavender

Fedora Deep Rose

Debora

Centum Yellow

Centum White

Centum Red

Centum pink

Centum Deep Rose

Avalon Yellow

Avalon White

Arrow White

Anytime White

Anytime Sea Blue

Aida White

Aida Purple

Aida Blue

Aida Apricot

Fusarium score 0=no fusarium, 10= death

An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader

Fusarium variety susceptibility trial

Fusarium variety susceptibility trial

Assessment of levels of Fusarium infection

10.00

19th June 2019 assessment

9.00

8.00

7.00

6.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00

Variety
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Assessment of marketable stems
1st July 2019 assessment
50.00
45.00

No.marketable stems/m2

40.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00

Venus Pink

Vintage Brown

Venus Cherry Blossom

Mathilda Rose

Mathilda White

Mathilda Yellow

Lisianthus

Mathilda Pink

Mathilda Blue

Iron White

Iron Yellow

Iron Pink

Iron Rose

Iron Purple

Iron Marine

Iron Apricot

Figaro Rose Light

Iron Cherry Blossom

Debora

Figaro Lavender

Fedora Deep Rose

Centum Red

Centum Yellow

Centum pink

Centum White

Centum Deep Rose

Arrow White

Avalon White

Avalon Yellow

Anytime White

Anytime Sea Blue

Aida Blue

Aida White

Aida Purple

Aida Apricot

0.00

Variety

T34 trials in the Haygrove Tunnel
• AHDB funded trials in 2018 showed that T34 Biocontrol
gave a degree of control of Fusarium in lettuce.
• T34 is Trichoderma asperellum - strain T34, which is a
biopesticide for the control of Fusarium.
• Seeds sown into lettuce blocks and drenched with T34 at
seeding. Then top up drenches at planting and 10 days
later.
• Seeded in week 16 and planted out in week 22.
• At the time of preparing this presentation Fusarium was
starting to show up but not enough to make any
assessments.

T34 trials on Fusarium control
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Trials in 2019 – first Triple Span
• One half of the tunnel was planted with Scabious ‘Scoop’
including the new range of ‘Focal Scoop’.
• Had allocated a bed to HilverdaKooij varieties, but these
were not supplied.
• Other NPD in this tunnel include Didiscus, Gomphrena and
Lepidium.
• The Bulrush growing media trial has just been stood down in
this tunnel, but too early for any results yet.

Trials in 2019 - Scabious
• Delivered in week 11, potted into 9cm pots, pinched and
planted out as well branched plants in week 20.
• Planted most promising varieties from 2018 trial i.e.
‘Blackberry’, ‘Candy’, ‘Lavender Hoop’, ‘Lollipop’, ‘Milky’,
‘Red Velvet’, ‘Tutti Frutti’ and ‘Bicolour Pink’ + ‘Purple Focal
Scoop’.
• Also week 22 planting of ‘Focal Scoop Hot Pink’, ‘Purple
Lace’ and ‘Lilac’ that were not available earlier.
• HilverdaKooij did not provide their varieties this year.
• First stems cropped in week 26 and now in full flush.
• What is the potential for this product in the UK
market??

Trials in 2019 - Scabious
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Trials in 2019 – other NPD
• This tunnel has also been planted with NPD trials of
Asclepias, Didiscus, Gomphrena and Lepidium.
• Gomphrena was examined in 2016 and showed potential as
a seed raised filler and further work has now been
requested by packers.
• Asclepias ‘Apollo Orange’ did not overwinter from 2018 so a
new planting has been made.
• Didiscus is another potential umbelliferous seed raised filler.
• Lepidium ‘Green Dragon’ is being assessed as a potential
filler. Looking a different propagation regimes, planting
dates and densities.
• Bulrush funded crate grown lily growing media trial.

Trials in 2019 – other NPD
Asclepias

Didiscus

Trials in 2019 – other NPD
Gomphrena

Lepidium ‘Green Dragon’
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Trials in 2019 – second Triple Span
• One bed of overwintered Scabious Scoop.
• Overwintered Veronica trial.
• Overwintered corm and seed raised varieties of Eucomis.
• Overwintered Lysimachia fortunei ‘Jumbo’ and ‘Mambo’
variety trial.
• Overwintered Asclepias variety trial.
• Monarda demonstration plots.
• New varieties of overwintered Astrantia for cut flowers.
• Overwintered Echinacea variety trial.
• New planting of pinks and Eryngium.
• Powdery mildew fungicide phytotoxicity trial.

Trials in 2018 - Veronica
• Trial to further investigate Veronica as UK grown cut flower
including vase life testing.
• Crop planted last year and overwintered into 2019.
• Produced a very strong and long stemmed flush starting in
week 25, but very dense and hard to control powdery
mildew.
• Also issues with fasciation especially in the pink variety.
• Crop now been cut back and thinned from 25 to 12
plants/m2.
• Second flush will be used for vase life testing.

Trials in 2019 – Veronica
Fasciation in the pink

Second flush
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Trials in 2019 - Asclepias
• Overwintered plantings of a wide range of Asclepias
including A. incarnata ‘Soulmate’, A. syriaca (Silkweed), A.
tuberosa (Butterflyweed) and ‘Gay Butterflies Mixed’.
• All of these overwintered successfully except ‘Apollo
Orange’.
• Most overwintered plantings flowered in week 25.
• New planting of ‘Apollo Orange’ planted this year but not yet
flowering.
• Further vase life work will be undertaken this season.

Trials in 2019 - Asclepias

Trials in 2019 - Astrantia
• Two new varieties overwintered from 2018 i.e. ‘Sparkling
Pink’ and ‘Red Stars’.
• Short stems produced from week 20 but from week 23 to 25
produced a flush of long strong stems in excess of 70cm.
• From week 26 onwards just a small number of flowers
produced.
• Vase life work being undertaken.
• Crop looks encouraging, but need to assess the economics
of production.
• However, it is a crop which I am reliably informed to be “on
trend”!
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Trials in 2019 - Astrantia

Trials in 2019 – other NPD
Echinacea

Eucomis

Trials in 2019 – other NPD
Lysimachia

Phlox
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Trial in 2019 – third Multi-span
• Trial to look at the performance of new ‘Japanese’ column
stock varieties.
• Plantings made in week 19, 21, 23 and 25.
• The varieties planted are ‘Arrow’, ‘Avalon’, ‘Iron’, ‘Venus’ and
‘Vintage Brown’ plus standard Florensis varieties as a
comparison.
• The doubles in the ‘Japanese’ varieties cannot be selected
by reducing the temperature and has to be done manually
by eye hence the cost of the plugs.
• The week 19 planting flowered in week 26 and some of the
week 21 planting is flowering now.

T Trials in 2019 – ‘Japanese’ stocks

Downy mildew on column stocks
• Issue in 2018 with the control of downy mildew on column
stocks, both in UK and the Netherlands.
• Impossible to identify the actual strain of DM but no doubt
that it was more ‘aggressive’ than what we are used to.
• UK growers very proactive and onto the problem very
quickly.
• With the invaluable help of Semo, the CFC was able to react
quickly and allocate funds to the problem.
• Able to facilitate more appropriate spray programmes and
undertake sensitivity testing at Fera.
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader

The problem…….
At the plug stage.

In the growing crop

Summary and recommendations
for the 2019 season
• The ‘new Dutch strain’ of DM was totally resistant to
metalaxyl.
• The control achieved by Fubol Gold was from the mancozeb
element, therefore use Manzate 75 (straight product).
• Need to start spraying early in the season using a wide
range of fungicides.
• Need to amend programme and timing according to the
prevailing weather conditions.
• Get hold of the CFC / AHDB information sheet on the
subject i.e………….

Downy mildew information sheet
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
So where are we now?
• Almost at the end of the 2019 stock season, so a good time
to review the situation.
• Certainly not been anywhere near the same issues
experienced as last year, but not totally trouble free.
• Problem also seen on imported stems.
• Where I have seen the disease it has been when the spray
programme in the information sheet has not been followed.
• One Irish grower told me that he only had problems when he
got complacent and did not stick to the programme.
• This year, samples are being tested for fungicide tolerance
by James Hutton institute as part of AHDB project CP 184.
• So far no results, but will be available next year.

Post-harvest treatments
• Later in the year CFC/AHDB will be producing an
information sheet summarising the current post-harvest
products available.
• However, the main thing to note is that STS is now approved
for use on cut flowers in the form of Chrysal AVB.
• BUT - all waste solutions must be disposed of as chemical
waste and no other disposal route is permitted.
• Because of this, neutralisation kits are not supplied with
Chrysal AVB.
• Chrysal provide guidelines for minimising waste amounts of
ready to use solution via a product information sheet.

How to be involved with the CFC
• Go to www.thecutflowercentre.co.uk for updates and topical
items.
• Discuss topics/issues with any CFC Management Group
member.
• Attend open events and attend study tours.
• Obtain copies of CFC reports/technical notes via the AHDB
or the CFC website.
• Read the AHDB Horticulture Grower magazine.
• LET US KNOW WHAT TRIALS YOU WANT DOING!
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An overview of the 2019 CFC trials programme
Lyndon Mason, CFC project leader
Thank you’s
• David and Elaine Robinson.
• Verban and the Rookery Team.
• CFC Management Group especially Sue Lamb for her
ONGOING tenacity with developing NPD!
• All of our suppliers.
• The AHDB of course.
• Selchuk Kurtev (Semo) for his invaluable guidance over the
years.
• Neil Bragg and David Smith at Bulrush.
• Anyone that I have forgotten!
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CFC trials summary 2019
Introduction
The CFC is now in the second year of its current five year funding programme and as usual
there is much to see at the open evening. There are two tunnels dedicated to new product
development (NPD) and there is a wide product range to view including new varieties of
Astrantia, Didiscus, Echinacea, Eucomis, Gomphrena, Lepidium, pinks and Scabious, to
name but a few.
Column stocks have featured heavily in this year’s programme (hence the reason for the
earlier open evening) with one tunnel dedicated to work on controlling Fusarium in the form
of plant varietal susceptibility screening trials and disease control trials using the biological
control agent T34. Another tunnel contains four late plantings of a new range of ‘Japanese’
column stocks varieties which are being compared with some of the currently available ones.
One of these plantings has already finished flowering, but others will be available to view on
the day.
As part of the new project funding agreement, the CFC is now able to react to important
topical issues, which last year enabled the team to examine the issue of downy mildew
control on crops of column stocks. This year it is proposed that the topics to be investigated
will be Botrytis control in peony and further work on the petal spotting issue previously seen
on sunflowers.
As more and more plant protection products are revoked, other factors will become more
significant in an effort to control the range of pests and diseases encountered on nurseries.
One of these factors is the optimisation of the growing environment, especially the
microclimate immediately around plants, as demonstrated during last year’s column stock
downy mildew problem. To this end we have included presentations from two specialists at
the open evening who will give an overview of the environmental parameters to consider in
the production of protected crops, as well as an insight into the new technology available to
accurately measure such parameters.
Finally following feedback from the 2018 open evening, an herbicide work package will focus
on peony. An area has been planted up with four varieties to allow replicated trials in future
years, work will be guided by a review of current practice to be completed later this year.
The CFC Management Group are now in the process of developing the 2020 trials
programme and as always we would welcome input from the wider industry. Therefore
please take this opportunity to let us have your views on what trials you would like to see the
CFC undertake in the future.
Lyndon Mason
CFC Project Manager
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ONGOING FUSARIUM TRIALS IN THE HAYGROVE TUNNEL
Trial 1 – Replicated variety susceptibility screening trial
Purpose of trial - to determine the susceptibility of the main commercial varieties and new
‘Japanese varieties’ of column stocks to Fusarium oxysporum. The tunnel was inoculated
with Fusarium in 2017 and tests showed a good distribution of the pathogen throughout the
soil.
Plant supplier - Florensis Cut Flowers and Globe Plants.
Varieties – ‘Aida’ (apricot, blue, purple and white), ‘Anytime’ (sea blue and white), ‘Arrow’
(white), ‘Avalon’(white and yellow), ‘Centum’ (deep rose, pink, red, white and yellow),
‘Debora’, ‘Fedora’ (deep rose), ‘Figaro’ (lavender and rose light), ‘Iron’ (apricot, cherry
blossom, marine, pink, purple, rose, white and yellow), ‘Mathilda’ (blue, pink, rose, white and
yellow), ‘Venus’ (cherry blossom and pink) and ‘Vintage Brown’, (also three plots of
lisianthus).
Planting density - 64 plants/m2 (planted through porous white plastic mulch to prevent
weeds).
Planting date - week 18.
Harvesting date - marketable stems in some plots from week 26 onwards.
Results/observations to date - the trial has shown some very significant differences in
terms of varietal susceptibly to Fusarium oxysporum. As can be seen in the images on the
next page, some of the varieties actually produced marketable stems while plots of others
had totally succumbed to the disease.
The first graph is a summary of the assessment made on the 19 June 2019 and shows the
varietal differences in terms of susceptibility (high score - poor, low score - good). ‘Mathilda
White’ and ‘Yellow’ and some of the Japanese varieties such as ‘Iron Cherry Blossom’ and
‘Purple’ expressed a high degree of resilience to the disease. As in previous years, not a
single lisianthus plant succumbed to the disease, again demonstrating the plant species
specificity of Fusarium oxysporum.
The second graph shows the number of marketable stems/m2 generated by each variety, at
1 July 2019.
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Trial 2 – Examination of Fusarium control by the use of T34
Purpose of trial - a recent AHDB funded trial investigating Fusarium control in lettuce
indicated that T34 Biocontrol (Trichoderma asperellum – strain T34, a biopesticide for the
control of Fusarium) applied to the peat blocks at seeding gave a degree of control of the
disease. The CFC trial has replicated this technique with column stocks to assess its
potential. T34 was applied to the blocks at seeding, immediately after planting into the tunnel,
and then again 10 days later.
Seed supplier - Florensis Cut Flowers and Sakata
Varieties – ‘Iron purple’, ‘Iron blue’, ‘Fedora deep rose’ and ‘Debora’.
Planting density - 64 plants/m2 (planted through porous white plastic mulch to prevent
weeds).
Planting date - week 22.
Harvesting date - the two ‘Iron’ varieties were flowering in week 26 but at the time of writing,
the ‘Fedora’ and ‘Debora’ were not in full flower.
Results/observations to date - at the time of writing none of the plots were showing any
serious signs of Fusarium so currently it is not possible to give any indication of the efficacy
of T34 on column stocks. It is hoped that some results will be visible by the open evening.
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COLUMN STOCK VARIETY TRIAL
Purpose of trial - to investigate the performance of new ‘Japanese’ varieties alongside
traditional varieties of column stocks when planted towards the end of the normal stocks
production season.
Plant supplier - Florensis Cut Flowers, Globe Plants and Newey Plants.
Varieties – ‘Anytime’ (deep purple, sea blue and white), ‘Arrow’ (white), ‘Avalon’ (white and
yellow), ‘Centum’ (yellow), ‘Mathilda’ (rose and yellow), ‘Figaro’ (lavender and rose light),
‘Iron’ (apricot, cherry blossom, deep pink, marine, pink, purple, rose, rose pink, white and
yellow), ‘Venus’ (cherry blossom and pink) and ‘Vintage Brown’.
Planting density - 64 plants/m2.
Planting dates - weeks 19, 21, 23 and 25.
Harvesting date - week 19 planting flowered in week 26, but at the time of writing the other
plantings were not ready yet.
Results/observations to date - all plantings have grown away well, although flea beetle and
downy mildew have proved challenging. The new ‘Japanese’ varieties have some interesting
and strong colours, but the issue of manual selection of doubles and the associated higher
cost of plugs does need to be addressed. It will be interesting to see if the later plantings
produce a higher percentage of marketable stems than the traditional varieties as this could
make the more expensive planting material more viable. Assessments of stem length and
weight will be made for all plantings.
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ASTRANTIA
Purpose of trial - to investigate new varieties of Astrantia for cut flower use.
Plug supplier - Walter Blom Plants.
Varieties – ‘Sparkling pink’ and Sparkling red stars’.
Planting density - 6 plants/m2.
Planting date - week 33, 2018 then overwintered.
Harvesting date - a few short stems were produced from week 20, but the main flush was
from weeks 23 to 25.
Results/observations to date - the crop produced a flush of very long (70cm plus), strong
stems over a period of around two weeks and since then has continued to produce a small
number of stems each week. Vase life tests are being undertaken.
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SCABIOUS
Purpose of trial - to further investigate a range of cutting raised Scabious including the new
‘Focal Scoop’.
Plant supplier - Danziger (via Kolster BV). HilverdaKooij did not provide their range for trial.
Varieties – ‘Scoop’ series from Danziger – ‘Blackberry’, ‘Candy’, ‘Focal Bicolour Pink’, ‘Focal
Hot Pink’, ‘Focal Lilac’, ‘Focal Purple’, ‘Focal Purple Lace’, ‘Lavender’, ‘Lollipop’, ‘Milky’, ‘Red
Velvet’, ‘Soft’ and ‘Tutti Frutti’.
Planting density - 8 plants/m2 in two rows per bed.
Planting dates - delivered in week 11, potted into 9cm pots, pinched in the pots and then
planted out in week 20. Also three further varieties of ‘Focal Scoop’ planted in week 22 and
pinched in week 26.
Harvesting date - first flowers in week 26.
Results/observations to date - the potted crop has succeeded in producing an earlier crop
which was the aim in order to have the trial in flower by the earlier open evening. At the time
of writing, the crop is looking strong and vigorous, but the first flowers have only just been
harvested.
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VERONICA
Purpose of trial - investigate vase life and commercial potential of cut flower Veronica.
Plant supplier - Danziger (via Kolster BV).
Varieties – ‘Skyler blue’, ‘white’ and ‘pink’.
Planting densities - 25 plants/m2 then thinned to 12/m2 after first flush in 2019.
Planting dates - Planted in weeks 18 and 25, 2018.
Harvesting day - week 24.
Results/observations to date - the crop flowered from week 24 onwards and produced very
tall (in excess of 1m), strong stems. However, powdery mildew was an issue and a decision
was made to reduce the density from 25/m2 to 12/m2 by removing every other plant after
cutting back the first flush. It was hoped that this will aid better air movement through the
crop and permit enhanced penetration of fungicides throughout the crop canopy. Another
issue in 2019 was fasciation (see top right hand image) which caused distortion of the
flowers buds and was worse in the pink variety. This does seem to be a known issue with
Veronica, but at this stage it is not known if ‘Skyler’ is more or less prone than any other
variety.
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LEPIDIUM
Purpose of trial - to look at the potential of a new variety of cut flower Lepidium.
Plant supplier - home propagated at Rookery and plugs supplied by Florensis Cut Flowers
and Danziger.
Variety – ‘Green Dragon’.
Planting densities - 25 and 64 plants/m2.
Planting dates - weeks 23 and 25.
Harvesting date - not yet harvested at the time of writing.
Results/observations to date - too early to give an accurate assessment. The plugs have
grown away vigorously, but do now seem to have produced premature buds.
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LILY ALTERNATIVE GROWING MEDIA TRIAL
Purpose of trial - Bulrush funded trial to investigate the use of peat-free and peat-reduced
mixes for the production of boxed lilies.
Variety – ‘Dynamite’ (14/16)
Planting density - 12 per crate.
Treatments - three peat-free and or peat-reduced mixes from Bulrush plus a standard
grower mix as a control.
Planting date - week 25 and cold stored with a view to stand out in the tunnel in week 29.
Harvesting date - not yet harvested.
Results/observations to date - too early to make any firm observations.
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INVESTIGATING THE CROP SAFETY OF NEW PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS
Purpose of trial - a new element of the CFC project intended to investigate the potential
safety over cut flowers of plant protection products that have recently obtained new EAMUs.
This year Frupica SC (mepanipyrim) is being investigated when used for powdery mildew
control.
Varieties - Delphinium, Veronica ‘Skyler pink’ and pink, Solidago ‘Solar’ and ‘Moonlight
Glory’ and Phlox white and pink.
Treatments - Frupica will be part of the applied spray programme in one area and will be
excluded in the other area.
Planting date - week 26. Two identical areas have been planted to allow Frupica to be
applied to one area but not the other.
Harvesting date - not yet harvested.
Results/observations to date - too early to make any firm observations.
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OTHERS
Other NPD trials included Asclepias, Echinacea, Eucomis, and Lysimachia fortunei ‘Jumbo’
and ‘Mamba’.

Asclepias

Eucomis

Echinacea

Lysimachia fortunei ‘Jumbo’ and ‘Mambo’
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T34 Trial

Variety Trial Rep 1

Variety Trial Rep 2

Mathilda Blue
Aida Purple
Arrow White
Aida Apricot
Centum Yellow
Avalon White
Mathilda White
Iron Purple
Avalon Yellow
Aida White
Iron Yellow
Mathilda Pink
Iron Pink
Anytime Sea Blue
Iron Cherry Blossom
Centum Pink
Mathilda Yellow

Variety Trial Rep 3

HAYGROVE TUNNEL

Iron Blue
Iron Blue plus T34

Anytime White
Iron Purple
Centum Pink
Iron Marine
Figaro Lavender
Vintage Brown
Mathilda Pink
Lisianthus
Centum Deep Rose
Debora
Aida Apricot
Avalon Yellow
Fedora Deep Rose
Figaro Rose Light
Centum Red
Venus Cherry Blossom
Iron White

Lisianthus
Centum Deep Rose
Debora
Venus Pink
Venus Cherry Blossom
Fedora Deep Rose
Iron Marine
Figaro Rose Light
Mathilda Rose
Anytime White
Iron White
Iron Rose
Vintage Brown
Aida Blue
Iron Apricot
Figaro Lavender
Centum White
Centum Red
Fedora plus T34

Iron Purple

Fedora

Debora

Iron Purple plus T34

Debora plus T34

Iron Blue plus T34

Iron Purple
Debora plus T34
Iron Blue

Fedora
Debora
Fedora plus T34
Iron Purple plus T34
Iron Blue plus T34
Debora
Iron Blue
Iron Purple plus T34
Fedora plus T34
Fedora

Iron Purple

Debora plus T34

Iron Apricot
Venus Cherry Blossom
Centum White
Centum Red
Iron Cherry Blossom
Debora
Iron Rose
Anytime White
Venus Pink
Mathilda Rose
Aida Blue
Mathilda Blue
Iron White
Aida Apricot
Centum Deep Rose
Aida Purple
Fedora Deep Rose
Iron Yellow
Mathilda Blue
Centum White
Iron Rose
Avalon White
Iron Cherry Blossom
Aida Blue
Iron Apricot
Mathilda White
Iron Pink
Aida White
Mathilda Yellow
Anytime Sea Blue
Venus Pink
Arrow White
Mathilda Rose
Centum Yellow
Aida Purple
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Figaro Rose Light
Mathilda White
Arrow White
Centum Pink
Vintage Brown
Mathilda Pink
Centum Yellow
Anytime Sea Blue
Aida White
Figaro Lavender
Avalon White
Iron Marine
Iron Pink
Mathilda Yellow
Iron Yellow
Lisianthus
Iron Purple
Avalon Yellow

MULTISPAN TUNNEL 1

Global Plants
Arrow White

Global
Iron Rose

Florensis
Mathilda Rose

6 sq/m

4 sq/m

4.5 sq/m

Global
Iron Purple

Florensis
Mathilda Pink

4 sq/m
5.5 sq/m
Florensis
Anytime Yellow

Global
Iron Marine

7.5 sq/m
4 sq/m
Florensis
Mathilda Blue

Florensis
Anytime White

Florensis
Cheerful Yellow
7 sq/m

7 sq/m

7.5 sq/m
Florensis
Cheerful White

Global
Venus Pink
Florensis
Noble Yellow

4 sq/m

8 sq/m
5.5 sq/m
Florensis
Anytime Sea Blue
Florensis
Noble White

7 sq/m
Global
Avalon Yellow

7 sq/m

Global
Venus Cherry
Blossom
4 sq/m

Florensis
Mathilda Yellow

4 sq/m
7 sq/m
Florensis
Anytime Rose

Global
Arrow White

Global
Iron White

2 sq/m

4 sq/m

7.5 sq/m
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Florensis
Mathilda Rose
3 sq/m

MULTISPAN TUNNEL 2

2018 Scabious
Lavender Hoop
Scoop
2018 Scabious
Vanilla Scoop

2018 Scabious
Tutti Frutti Scoop

2018 Scabious
Candy Scoop

2018 Scabious
Strawberry Scoop

Phlox White
Phlox PassionZ
Solidago
Moonlight Glory
Solidago
Solar Glory
Veronica Blue

Eryngium
White Fall

Veronica Pink

Eryngium
Green Globe

2018 Veronica
Skyler Pink

Phlox White
Phlox PassionZ
Solidago
Moonlight Glory
Solidago
Solar Glory
Veronica Blue

Lysimachia
Mambo

Lysimachia
Jumbo

2018 Veronica
Skyler Pink
2018 Veronica
Skyler Blue
2018 Veronica
Skyler Pink
Phlox PassionZ
Phlox BlushZ
Phlox InnocenZ

Pinks
Bridal Star

2018 Asclepias
incarnata White

Pinks
Red Carpet

Pinks
Pink Raffles

2018 Asclepias
Apollo Orange

Delphinium Blue

2018 Veronica
Skyler Blue
2018 Veronica
Skyler Pink

2018 Asclepias
incarnata
Carmine Rose

Delphinium Blue

Veronica Pink
2018 Scabious
Cherry Vanilla
Scoop

Eryngium
Blue Fall

Monardia
Panama
Monardia
Lambarda
Asclepias
Apollo Orange
Asclepias
tuberosa
Asclepias
Gay Butterflies
Asclepias
Silkweed

Eucomis
autumnalis
Eucomis
Sparkling Burgundy
Eucomis
Playa Blanka
Eucomis
bicolor
Eucomis
comosa
Eucomis
comosa (plugs)
Eucomis
bicolor (plug)
Echinacea
Green Jewel
Echinacea
Summer Cocktail
Echinacea
Marmalade
Echinacea
Sombrero
Echinacea
Summer Salsa
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Astrantia
Sparkling Red Star

Astrantia
Sparkling Pink Star

MULTISPAN TUNNEL 3
WEEK 19
Iron Purple

WEEK 19
Vintage Brown

WEEK 21
Iron Pink

WEEK 21
Vintage Brown

Iron Pink

Venus Pink

Iron Marine

Venus Pink

Iron Marine

Venus Cherry
Blossom

Figaro Rose Light
Iron Deep Pink

Venus Cherry
Blossom
Iron White

Iron Cherry Blossom
Iron Apricot

Figaro Lavender

Iron Cherry Blossom

Iron Yellow

Centum Yellow

Mathilda Pink

Iron Apricot

Iron Rose Pink

Avalon Yellow

Iron Yellow

Avalon Yellow

Mathilda Blue

Avalon White

Iron White

Avalon White

Iron Rose

Arrow White

Iron Rose

Arrow White

Iron Purple

WEEK 23
Iron Purple

WEEK 23
Vintage Brown

WEEK 25
Iron Pink

WEEK 25
Vintage Brown

Iron Pink

Venus Pink

Anytime Sea Blue

Venus Pink

Iron Marine

Iron Marine

Iron Cherry Blossom

Venus Cherry
Blossom
Mathilda Blue

Iron Cherry Blossom

Venus Cherry
Blossom
Anytime White

Iron Apricot

Figaro Light Rose

Iron Apricot

Iron Yellow

Avalon Yellow

Iron Yellow

Iron White

Avalon White

Iron White

Anytime Deep
Purple
Avalon Yellow

Arrow White

Arrow White

Avalon White

Iron Rose

Arrow White

Iron Purple
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a

OUTDOOR AREA

F

l

l

o

w

Eryngium

Blue Bayou

Magical Green Globe

Magical Silver

Magical Purple Stars

Magical White Falls

Magical Blue Lagoon

Magical Blue Falls
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Peony
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Calicarpa
Profusion

Forsythia
int. Spectabilis

Philadelphus
Snow White
Fantasy

Forsythia
Golden
Fantasy

Philadelphus
Snowbelle

Calicarpa
Magical
Snowstar

Calicarpa
Magical
Purple Giant

Calicarpa
Magical
Amethia
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Notes
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